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Neville
Whitlock's

snappy
velomobile has

others itching to
get their hands

on one. jl'm
heartened to see

the interest,
especially after

the price of
petrol has gone

up again.'
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Part bullet,
P8:rt bike
and. totally
intriguing
IT'S a young boy's dream now shared
by Wellingtonians, including Domin
ion Post photographer Ross Giblin,
who captured Neville Whitlock's
velomobile whizzing through the city
streets.

The three-wheelhuman·powered
vehicle captured the imagination of
12 wannabe riders who have ap
proached Mr Whitlock to learn more
about the $5500Dutch vehicle since it
featured on Tuesday's front page.

"l But the low-riding velomobile has
also raised safety concerns from at
least one reader. Ngaio's Neil
McCormick wrote in a letter to the
editor that he nearly took Mr
Whitlock out as he changed lanes.

"He zoomed along under my nor·
mal rear-vision line in the inside
lane, hidden because of his lack of
height ... "

Mr Whitlock acknowledges that
safety is a risk. "I do need to watch
out, people won't always see me."

But his passion for the velomobile
- and getting people out of cars 
outweighed this, he said.

"I'm heartened to see the interest,
especially after the price ofpetrol has
gone up again."

Safety concerns have not deterred
Giblin either.

He still hopes to take up Mr Whit
lock's offer of a ride after photo
graphing him this week.

Giblin spotted the velomobile

PIC OF THE WEEK
• You can buy this picture. and others

. from our award-winning photographers,
at www.dompost.co.nz/pics

parked in central Wellington and left
his business card. '.

Within the hour, Mr Whitlockhad
called and he was soon riding down
Boulcott St as Giblin photographed
him using a telephoto lens to capture
the image.

"I used a slow shutter speed to
make it look\as if he was zooming
past the background," Giblin said.

Passers-by were intrigued by the
sight, which Giblin said was not sur·
prising. "It's every young boy's
dream to own a gokart."

There are about six velomobile
manufacturers in the Netherlands
and Germany, Mr Whitlock says.

He has no fmancial interest in
promoting the vehicle. "Only an en
vironmental interest in getting
people out of their cars."
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Laid-back traveller: Neville Whitlock in his recumbent, user-friendly, environ)'nentally sound 'silver bullet' velomobile. Picture: ROSS GIBLIN

NEVILLE WHITLOCK'S silver
il bullet velomobile turns heads

almost as fast as he can turn the
pedals.

Spiking petrol prices do not
apply to Mr Whitlock as he
whizzes past rush-hour motor
way traffic - with~roomto stow
the ~oceries in the' boot. '

He spent $5500importing the
three-wheeler from the Nether
lands and took 70 hours to

assemble it. "The velomobile is
wonderful - everything I had
hoped for," he e-mailed the sup
plier, Dutch Speed Bikes,
boasting that he had so far
clocked himself doing 40kmh.

Mr Whitlock pedals",13 kilo
metres from Petone'to work in
Thorndon most day'sinabdut 35
minutes.

"It's often faster than a car
during the peak hour."

A velomobile is a three-wheel
human-powered vehicle which
takes elements from tricycles
and reclining-seat bicycles and
always has either a full or
partial canopy for streamlining
and, protection from the
elements.

Mr Whitlock said he liked
driving a car but was concerned
about the environment.' "I
looked around and I thought

what would work better?
"This is one way you can

make a difference."
Mr Whitlock shares a single

car with his wife and drives only
if he is with others.

Despite regularly attracting
negative attention from
motorists on the urban motor
way who thought he should be in
the cycle lane, he said feedback
was "95 per cent" positive.
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rlle2aangers of riding low~
I agree wholeheartedly with
Neville Whitlock's motivation for
buying and riding his three
wheeler (March 11). However, I
experienced him once during a
lane-change manoeuvre.

I had indicated to warn of my
intentions, then, thinking my
way was clear, nearly collected
him as he zoomed along under
my normal rear-vision line in the
inside lane, hidden because of his
lack of height compared'with the
SUV directly behind me.

Perhaps as more people buy
these velomobiles, other road
users will remember to look out
for something so low on the road
way but, till then, I wish Mr
Whitlock good luck and advise
him to keep driving defensively.

I have since certainly kept my
eye out for him.

NEIL McCORMICK

Ngaio

Laid back: Neville Whitlock in his user-friendly, environmentally sound
'silver bullet' velomobile. He spent $5500 importing the three-wheeler
from the Netherlands.


